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The most popular Literature anthology continues to bring students the finest literature from fables to poetweets. The
Twelfth Edition of Literature: An Introductiuon.

New Stories, Poems, and Plays There are many new selections in the book. This new edition of Literature
offers a number of compelling features: Diverse and exciting stories66 short stories, from familiar classics to
contemporary works from around the globe. Our biggest innovation has been to create the "Illustrated
Shakespeare. Sourcebooks This revolutionary book and CD format offers the complete text of a Shakespeare
play with rich illustrations, extensive explanatory and production notes, and a glossary. There are three
selections for every major critical school30 selections in all. We have also included Flannery O'Connor's
fascinating last story, "Parker's Back," a strikingly timely tale about both tattoos and religious
fundamentalism. Alfred Prufrock". Our aim has been to provide everything a student might need to begin an
in-depth study of each author or work. Features in This Edition We have revised this edition of Literature with
the simple aim of introducing useful new features and selections without losing the best-liked material. We
now have eight full writing chapters at the end of Literature to provide comprehensive coverage of the
composition and research process. We also continue to include comic poems amid the lofty classics. Glossary
of Literary Terms The comprehensive Glossary of Literary Terms at the end of this book includes every term
highlighted in boldface throughout the text as well as other important terms over entries in allproviding a clear
and accurate definition, usually with cross references to related terms. Eight newly revised chapters on
writing, argument, and critical thinking extensively revised writing coverage, which includes a step-by-step
discussion of the writing process and developing a literary argument, illustrated by student papers and writing
excerpts. This important and unique chapter will not only broaden most students' knowledge of world poetry
but will also recognize the richness of Spanishlanguage poetry in the literature of the Americasa very relevant
subject in today's multicultural classrooms. New Writing Material All of the writing material in the tenth
edition of Literature is either new or radically revised. The major scenes in all three Shakespeare plays are
now illustrated with striking production photosdozens of them. Instructors will note how information that
appeared in prose paragraphs in earlier editions now appears in outline or checklist form. Eliot's "The Love
Song of J. All of the other chapters have been substantially revised for clarity and accessibility. New chapters
on writing an essay exam and writing a journaladded in response to instructors' requests to meet the needs of
classroom assignments. We have also updated and streamlined our unique bilingual chapter on Latin
American poetry, with added focus on contemporary Mexican poetry, while continuing to offer the
masterworks of Sor Juana, Pablo Neruda, Jorge Luis Borges, and Octavio Paz. Kennedy, Dana Gioia, and
Mark Bauerlein is a user-friendly primer of over critical terms brought to life with literary examples,
pronunciation guides, and scholarly yet accessible explanations. The tenth edition of Literature is a book
divided into four more or less equal parts fiction, poetry, drama, and writing. We include sample
brainstorming notes and other prewriting techniques, among many other items, to provide students with a
more helpful and systematic account of the writing process. It also helps break up the long blocks of print to
make each play's text less intimidating. Taken together with the many commentaries in the casebooks and
Writers on Writing, Literature now includes a total of critical excerpts. We have also brought backby popular
demandthe Dudley Fitts and Robert Fitzgerald translations of Sophocles. We have also integrated the concept
of developing a cogent literary argument with attention to thesis, purpose, audience, support, and organization
throughout the writing chapters. This book is built on the assumption that great literature can enrich and
enlarge the lives it touches. Every thematic chapter of Fiction, Poetry, and Drama includes a new Writing
Effectively section that has four elements: Writers on Writing, which personalizes the composition process;
Writing About , which discusses the specific topic of the chapter; a Writing Checklist, which provides a
step-by-step approach to composition and critical thinking; and a Writing Assignment plus More Topics for
Writing, which provide a rich source of ideas for writing a paper. These features are designed to make the
writing process easier, clearer, and less intimidating. Unfortunately, today most American teenagers have
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never seen any live professional production of spoken dramaby Shakespeare or anyone else.


